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Financial economics is the branch of economics characterized by a concentration on monetary activities in
which money of one type or another is likely to appear on both sides of a trade Its concern is thus the
interrelation of financial variables such as prices interest rates and shares as opposed to those concerning the
real economy It has two main areas of focus asset pricing and
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The comparison of Nazism and Stalinism has long provoked political controversy and it led to the historians
dispute within Germany in the 1980s In the 1920s the Social Democratic Party of Germany SPD under the
leadership of Chancellor Hermann MÃ¼ller adopted the view that red equals brown i e that the communists
and Nazis posed an equal danger to liberal democracy
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Box and Cox 1964 developed the transformation Estimation of any Box Cox parameters is by maximum
likelihood Box and Cox 1964 offered an example in which the data had the form of survival times but the
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Education News Education Update is an Award Winning free monthly publication circulation 60 000 that
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